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WHEAT IN MISSOURI 
W. C. ETHERIDGE AND C. A. HELM* 
Wheat in the diversified agriculture of Missouri shows a strong 
earning power in proportion to its use of land and labor. This merit 
is supplemented by the steady performance of the crop, by the ease 
with which the yield may be increased, by the favorable relation of 
wheat to soil conservation, and by the convenience of wheat in rota-
tions. 
The hig'h rank of wheat among the many different crops in Mis-
souri is indicated in any year. For example in 1935-the best year 
for showing recent trends in crop farming-wheat occupying roundly 
18 per cent of the cultivated acreage, directly brought 23 per cent of 
the farm income from all cultivated crops of our fields, orchards and 
gardens, as sold from the farm in their natural state. To this known 
return an estimated value of wheat pasture and of wheat grain fed 
to livestock could be added, to increase materially the total income 
from the crop. Farm income from wheat in 1935 also represented 5.3 
per cent of the total farm income from all crops and all livestock to-
gether. This was gained at a cost of only 3.8 per cent of all farm 
labor by the family and the hired help. t In the last 30 years the an-
nual cash income from Missouri wheat, except when raised by war 
prices, has ranged from 15 million to 35 million dollars, with an 
average very close to 25 million. 
HISTORY OF WHEAT IN MISSOURI 
Wheat was one of the earliest crops grown in Missouri by white 
settlers and perhaps was the first to be produced by them on a com-
mercial scale. French Canadians from the villages in southern 
Illinois, who founded Ste. Genevieve in about 1735, were in a colonial 
sense the first Missouri farmers. Their wheat harvests before long 
were bountiful, even yielding a surplus for sale. Thus in 1772 the 
wheat of St. Louis and Ste. Genevieve villages amounted to a total 
of 5,898 quintals (probably the old French quintal, 108 pounds), and 
1200 quintals of flour were shipped to New Orleans. From this period 
wheat production increased rapidly, and in 1799 the whole colonial 
section, in which the principal districts were St. Louis, St. Charles, 
*B. M. King, J. M. Poehlman, L. J. Stadler, R. T. Kirkpatrick, W. R. Tascher, and E. Ill. 
Brown· have contributed to the studies of wheat varieties reported in this bulletin. 
tMany of the statistical estimates used in this publication were given the authors by the 
Department of Agricultural Economics, Missouri College of Agriculture. 
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Ste. Genevieve, Oape Girardeau and New Madrid, grew more than 
250,000 bushels. * Such a crop foretold the vast acreage and prom-
inenteconomic position of wheat in Missouri today. 
From very early in the nineteenth century until shortly after the 
Civil War the records of wheat in Missouri are incomplete and do not 
give broad estimates of yield and acreage. For 1866, however, and 
every year thereafter, wheat records by the federal census are avail-
able. In the earlier post-war years our wheat acreage did not reach 
the million mark until 1869. Through the next decade it steadily 
increased, as the result of a number of factors, including a growing 
rural population and the extended use of land, the adoption of new 
farm machinery and improved implements, a rising market demand 
on wheat for domestic consumption and foreign trade, and better 
transportation to the market place. In this period wheat rose to a 
position of great importance and permanency in Missouri life. Widc 
variation in acreage since the seventies has not been frequent. In 
only 4 years of the period 1866-1937 has our wheat crop covered 
less than 1 million acres; in 28 years it has reached more than 1 
million acres but less than 2 million; in 34 years more than 2 million 
b-ut less than 3; in only 5 years exceeded 3 million; and but once 4 
million. In 72 years of modern agriculture Missouri wheat has 
been normalized near 2 million acres. 
STEADY YIELDS 
Annual changes in wheat acreage usually are caused by wheat 
prices, though occasionally the failure of another crop, such as corn, 
leaves more land for fall-sown grains. The performance-acre yield 
-of the wheat plant itself, however, is very steady. Thus in its whole 
72-year statistical history Missouri wheat shows an average deviation 
of only 13 per cent from the average yield of 13.3 bushels per acre. 
Oats and corn, by contrast, show average deviations over the same 
period of 21 per cent and 17 per cent, respectively. These differences 
covering such a long time are significant. And they are readily 
emphasized by the wider variations in recent years. Thus in the 10-
year period ending with 1937, the average deviation in the yield of 
oats is 18 per cent, in corn 32 per cent, and in wheat only 14 per cent. 
Against these facts, and in view of the known uncertainties in the 
yields of grasses and most legumes, wheat stands out among Missouri 
crops for consistent returns. 
'Houck. Louis, A History of Missouri, Vol. 2, Chap. 8. Anderson, Hattie M., Missouri, 
1804-1828: Pe"opIing a Frontier State. The Missouri' Historical Review, Vol. XXXI, No.2, 
January, 1937. ' " 
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A study of long-time trends in actual yields of these three major 
grain crops in Missouri finds further credit for wheat. The yield 
of corn has decreased over a 72-year period at the average annual 
rate of 0.11 of a bushel per acre, the yield of oats at the rate of 0.09 
of a bushel, but the yield of wheat at the rate o·f only 0.01 of a bushel 
per acre. For the recent period, 1915-1937, the yield trends were 
wider apart and more significant. Corn then fel: at the average an-
nual rate of 0.52 of a bushel per acre, oats at the rate of 0.15 of a 
bushel, but wheat yearly gained 0.05 of a bushel. 
SEVENTy-Two YEARS OF MISSOURI WHEAT* 
Year Acres Bushels Year Acres Bushels 
(1000) per acre (1000) per acre 
1866 400 15.0 1902 2725 19.5 
1867 525 12.5 1903 2550 10.5 
1868 785 14.0 1904 2440 12.5 
1869 1020 14.3 1905 2375 14.0 
1870 950 13.0 1906 2270 15.0 
1871 1050 13.5 1907 2297 15.0 
1872 1040 8.5 1908 2310 11.5 
1873 1020 13.0 1909 2017 14.8 
1874 1140 14.0 1910 2020 13.2 
1875 1240 9.0 1911 2140 14.8 
1876 1343 13.0 1912 2270 12.5 
1877 1545 14.0 1913 2360 17.0 
1878 1930 14.5 1914 2550 16.5 
1879 2074 12.0 1915 2800 12.5 
1880 2410 12.5 1916 2100 8.5 
1881 2600 9.5 1917 1750 15.0 
1882 2550 15.0 1918 3100 17.2 
1883 2525 10.5 1919 4577 14.3 
1884 2500 13.5 1920 3065 13.0 
1885 1925 8.0 1921 3249 10.8 
1886 2050 14.0 1922 3021 12.5 
1887 2125 16.0 1923 2810 13.3 
1888 1930 12.0 1924 1688 13.3 
1889 1950 15.5 1925 1754 13.5 
1890 1875 12.5 1926 1408 16.0 
1891 2100 16.0 1927 1562 10.0 
1892 2270 14.0 1928 1521 13.0 
1893 2030 12.0 1929 1534 9.9 
1894 1880 15.0 1930 1336 14.5 
1895 2000 12.0 1931 1596 20.0 
1896 1950 12.5 1932 1404 11.5 
1897 1550 10.0 1933 1362 12.5 
1898 2010 12.0 1934 1643 15.1 
1899 2056 11.2 1935 2054 12.5 
1900 2315 15.5 1936 2095 15.0 
1901 2480 16.0 1937 3100 13.3 
*From the records of U. S. D. A. Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 
Division of Crop and Livestock Estimates. 
Finany the steadiness of wheat is roughly indicated by the small 
difference between the acreage sown and the acreage harvested. This 
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difference is expresiSed as abandoned acreage, or acreage not worth 
harvesting. Over long periods the proportion of Missouri wheat 
abandoned in the spring, has usually reached an annual average of 
only 5% to 6% of the fall-sown acreage, and has seldom exceeded the 
latter figure. Most of this abandonment results from injury by winter 
or insects or diseases, or a combination of all three causes. A con-
siderable part of it, however, is caused by floods, and therefore is not 
related to the durability of the wheat plant. Also wheat sown especial-
ly for pasture and grazed out would be counted in the percentage 
of abandoned acreage. 
The explanation of · this superior stability of wheat is found in a 
comparison of the adversities met by corn, wheat and oats, and of the 
cultural treatments received by the three crops. The general decline 
in soil fertility has affected all of them, especially in the last two 
or three decades, when wastage by erosion has been accelerated. Corn, 
however, has suffered more than the others because it requires higher 
fertility and therefore was the first to be limited in growth by a 
steadily diminishing supply of soil nutrients. Oats also make a sub-
stantial draft upon the soil and have been reduced by soil depletion; 
but not so much as corn, for on account of the exceedingly high water 
requirement of the oats plant the nature of the season rather than 
the degree of fertility is the dominant factor in oats yields. 
Nearly all Missouri oats are sown after corn in the crop rotation. 
In that position they meet two unfavorable conditions: (1) land 
already strained by last year's corn crop, and (2) inefficient methods 
of production, such as poor preparation of the seedbed and in many 
places the use of inferior seed, in the haste to fill with oats a large 
part of the acreage left by corn. This relation between corn and 
oats is so close that an increased acreage of corn in one year usually 
leads to more acres of oats and reduced yields in the next. 
Wheat, though responding actively to fertility, has been less affected 
than corn or oats by soil decline, because (1) in recent decades it has 
been extensively fertilized, whereas corn or oats seldom received such 
treatment, and (2) the seedbed was usually prepared better for wheat 
than for corn or oats. These benefits have mainly offset the effect 
on wheat of soil depletion. 
Losses in yield from unfavorable weather are greater and more 
frequent in corn and oats than in wheat. Winter-killing takes a toll, 
sometimes very heavy, from the wheat crop; but this damage is usual-
ly less than dry weather injury .to corn in a normal summer, and 
rarely equals on a wide scale the devastation by intense drought. 
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Nor do winter losses in wheat usually equal the effects of a dry spring 
and early summer heat upon the oats crop. 
Of the comparative injuries inflicted by insects upon these crops 
it may be said (1) that wheat insects are better controlled and their 
damage is being reduced, (2) that the damage by all corn insects is 
increasing, and (3) that insects are not an important factor in the 
production of oats. The effects qf disease seem roughly balanced 
among all, with such rare exceptions as the 1937 epidemic of rust in 
wheat. 
YIELDS EASILY INCREASED 
In addition to its steadiness against unfavorable conditions, wheat 
is highly responsive to the means by which yields are increased. 
These qualities are the basis of good returns from efficient practices. 
Fertilizers invariably stimulate the growth of wheat on Missouri 
uplands, and where the soil is neither deadly poor nor extremely pro-
ductive the increase is nearly always large enough to pay a good 
profit on the cost of the treatment. Hundreds of tests conducted 
by the Department of Soils, Missouri College of Agriculture, have 
shown that superphosphate fertilizer, at an average cost of about 
$2.00 p~r acre, applied to upland soils naturally capable of support-
ing at least a moderate growth, will produce a 6-bushel to 10-bushel 
increase in yield, provided the crop is not abnormally damaged by 
winterkilling, spring drought, insects, hail, rust or excessjve rains. A 
complete fertilizer-containing nitrogen and potassium as well as 
phosphorus-is profitably used instead of phosphate alone if the soil 
requires a balanced treatment. 
A finely prepared seedbed increases the rate at which the soil 
nutrients are converted into forms usable by the plants, provides 
for the maximum contact between the young roots and the soil par-
ticles, and is favorable to root extension and the protection of the 
roots against various injuries from winter. Thus by excellent prep-
aration of the soil itself a benefit similar to that from fertilizer-in-
'Creased nutrition of the plants-is ga.ined. This alone may add sub-
stantially to the acre yield. In fact the difference between the yields 
from a good seedbed and a poor seedbed may sometimes equal the 
result of a fertilizer treatment. However, the two practices-suitable 
preparation of the soil and the application of fertilizer-are not com-
petitive but are supplementary, each raising the efficiency of the other. 
A superior variety, suited to local conditions, is likely to yield 
several bushels more than an ordinary variety. Such a gain is made 
at little or no added cost, as there is not much difference between the 
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prices of one lot of sound seed wheat and another. A good illustration 
of high returns from a well adapted variety is found by comparing 
the records of Michigan Wonder and Harvest Queen on fairly pro-
ductive upland at Columbia. For the last six years Michigan Wonder 
has exceeded the other by an average of 3.8 bushels per acre. Harvest 
Queen itself is a productive variety though not well utilized by the 
conditions which suit Michigan Wonder. But the latter in turn is 
readily surpassed by other varieties, when grown on thin upland, 
Certain varieties of wheat show some resistance to Hessian 
fly. Kawvale, left foreground, in the spring of 1936 had suffered 
little damage from this insect. Fulhio, right foreground, had 
been damaged seriously. 
poorly drained upland, or heavy wet bottoms. Actually the ex-
cellence of the variety may often account for the margin between 
profit and loss in a wheat crop. No other step in wheat production is 
more profitable than the correct choice of a variety for local condi-
tions. 
Finally, in order to save the results of other good practices, a wheat 
crop must be protected from in ects and diseases. Most of the injury 
by Hessian fly can be prevented . Injury by the chinch bug can be 
lessened. Preventive measures for stinking smut and scab are simple 
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and effective. The control of loose smut, though difficult, is practical 
on a small scale. Extreme damage by rust may be escaped by an 
early maturing crop. 
It is to be said, however, that practices for the control of insects 
and diseases, though usually highly productive, sometimes lead to 
losses by other causes. Thus late seeding to avoid Hessian fly may 
subject a very young crop to an unusually hard winter. Or it may 
delay maturity just enough to run the crop into late June rains or 
an epidemic of rust. But an early crop, avoiding rust and other 
June hazards, may not yield as well as one maturing later, if these 
hazards do not appear and the season is favorable for late growth. 
On the whole, however, the gain from the control of insects and 
diseases is steady and substantial, and the disadvantages infrequent. 
The foregoing measures-fertilizer treatments, good seedbed, pro-
ductive variety, control of insects and diseases-are the principal 
means of improving the yield of wheat. Their details will be dis-
cussed later in these pages. They are briefly mentioned at this point 
for early emphasis of the important fact that among the major crops 
grown in Missouri whemt is the safest and most responsive in which 
to mvest money ana labor a.na skill for larger returns per acre. 
RELATION OF WHEAT TO SOIL CONSERVATION 
An area usually exceeding 2 million acres a year is covered by 
wheat from early fall through early summer, on 90 thousand to 100 
thousand Missouri farms. Although this wheat acreage is distributed 
over the whole State, most of' it is found on river hills and rolling 
prairies, where erosion control is greatly needed. Wheat is less ef-
fective than barley or rye in soil protection per acre, because its fall 
growth is not as early and rapid as theirs nor its winter turf as dense. 
But wheat is produced on a scale much broader than the combined 
acreage of the two other fall grains, and therefore it must be rated 
in practical terms as our most serviceable crop for saving the soil 
through the whole period October to JUly. 
'Where wheat is the single crop of the year the loss by erosion is 
likely to be about half that which occurs where only corn is grown; 
but where wheat and a following growth of clover or lespedeza pro-
vide cover the year round, the probable erosion loss is only about one-
tenth as large as that from the single-crop corn ground.'*' Perhaps as 
much as 80 per cent of the upland wheat acreage of Missouri receives 
a spring seeding of clover, or clover and grass, or lespedeza. 1n-
"Miller, M. F., Cropping Systems in Relation to Erosion Control. Missouri Agricultural 
Experiment Station Bulletin 366. 
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directly then wheat aids in the production of these plants, themselves 
essential means of soil conservation. 
In the last 2 years the Missouri wheat crop has carried into the 
soil at least a million tons of commercial fertilizer, or a yearly average 
above 38 thousand tons."" The obvious re ult from its use has been 
a profitable increase in the yield of wheat. But beyond that, the an-
nual addition of this great quantity of nutritive material to the 
soil has effectively aided soil conservation. For it has supplemented 
Lespedeza sod that has been pastured all season, though hard on the 
surface is mellow just beneath, and full of leguminous roots and stems. 
Sometimes the disk must be sharpened and weighted before it will cut 
through the top. Then the harrow will complete a good seedbed for wheat. 
Such a seedbed is highly absorptive and therefore loses little rain or snow 
by runoff. 
and helped to maintain the natural fertility of the soil, has increased 
the efficiency of wheat as a cover crop, and ha stimulated-in many 
ca es insured-the ucce sful growth of the legumes and grasses sown 
in the wheat. 
The fertilized portion of Mi souri wheat is about 26 per cent of the 
average annual crop of 2,209,607 acres. But about 25 per cent of the 
total acreaget is on bottomlands so highly productive they rarely re-
*Estimated from annual sales reports by fertilizer companies, and from the records on 
the sales of fertilizer license tagS by the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station. 
tEstimated from basic data in the records of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, 
Bureau of Agricultural Economies, Division of Crop and Livestock E timates. 
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ceive any soil treatment; and at least 15 per cent is on very fertile 
uplands where commercial fertilizers are seldom used. The re-
maining 60 per cent, or approximately 1,325,000 acres of wheat, is 
located on what may be called medium to thin uplands. About 620,000 
acres, or nearly half of the upland wheat, is fertilized annually and 
receives practically the whole tonnage of wheat fertilizer used in 
Missouri. This fertilizer, however, is not used on the same fields, 
or even on the same farms, every year. It moves from field to field, 
as the wheat crop rotates through the cultivated land; and it moves 
also from farm to farm, according to the decision of the farmer to 
grow wheat and to invest money in the means of improving the yield. 
The number of farmers who grow wheat every year, rotating and 
fertilizing the crop regularly, is increasing. 
The wheat crop, fr01n the view of its efficiency as a soil cover, its 
introduction of fertilizer' into the soil, and its service to legumes and 
grasses, is rightly appraised as a highly important practical means 
of soil conservation ~:n Missouri. 
VARIETIES OF WHEAT 
Any important crop in world-wide cultivation is represented by a 
multitude of varietal forms. These forms differ in the visible features 
by which they may be identified and in the unseen qualities which may 
have an even closer relation to plant performance. Many of the 
differences are permanent but many others are subject to change. 
The change may be obscure and, progressing slowly, may go un-
marked for a long time; or it may be definite and rapid, readily 
noticed from one season to the next. 
More than 200 varieties of wheat, many of them differing widely 
in appearance and performance, have been recognized in the United 
States.* The list might be broadened if we could accurately make 
qualitative distinctions, or it might be reduced if we widen the present 
varietal limits described by external features. It of course will be in-
creased by the processes, natural and artificial, which are continually 
producing new forms. Even now it provides standard descriptions 
of a wide range of varieties from which we may test those seeming to 
offer the better possibilities for our use, 
And so an experiment station deals with a broad problem in un-
dertaking the selection of wheat varieties best suited to local con-
ditions, Progress is slow and sometimes uncertain, by reason of the 
·Clark, J. Allen and Bayles, B. B., Classification of Wheat Varieties Grown in the United 
States. U. S. Department of Agriculture Technical Bulletin 459, April, 1935. 
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large number of varieties and the small differences between most of 
them. The job has no end, for what is found best today may be ex-
celled tomorrow by a newly discovered form or a development by the 
plant breeder. . These very difficulties, however, make the testing 
of varieties a necessary experimental procedure. The farmer him-
self would have a small chance of finding the right kind in this maze 
of varietal forms, even if he had access to all of them. 
The Missouri Experiment Station during the period 1905 to 
1917 inclusive, tested at Columbia more than 200 assumed varieties 
of wheat. There were reliable descriptions for only a few of these 
and at that time no system for identifying the list as a whole. The 
list was simply a fairly complete collection of United States com-
mercial and experimental wheat samples, each differently named, and 
almost certainly the actual number of true varieties was much smaller, 
than the number of names. As early as 1910 the elimination of 
duplicates and inferior kinds had reduced the list to 30, and these 
were being tried in representative sections of the State in addition 
to the tests at Columbia. In 1917 the list was reduced again, this 
time to the six best average yielders, and these were tested sectionally 
through the period 1917-1920.* The results of all these tests are here 
briefly summarized. 
1. Many varieties in the original collection were found to be prac-
tically worthless under Missouri conditions. 
2. Among the 30 best varieties tested through the whole period 
1905-1917, some doubled or even tripled the yields of others. 
3. Among the six best varieties tested in eight geographical sec-
tions of the State, during 1910-1920 inclusive, the most productive 
were Michigan Wonder, Poole, Fulcaster and Dietz. The last two 
could hardly be told apart, their average yields were scarcely different, 
and therefore they were assumed to be the same or nearly the same. 
Because Fulcaster was the better established name, Dietz was dis-
carded at the end of the 1920 test. 
4. So a 16-year test, covering the typical wheat soils of Missouri 
and including practically the whole range of wheat varieties then 
known in the United States, finally resulted in the selection of three 
highly productive kinds-Michigan Wonder, Fulcaster, Poole. Today 
they are estimated to occupy 75 per cent of Missouri wheat acreage. 
These three have since been compared with several other fine 
varieties recognized in later years-Harvest Queen, Fulhio, Missouri 
"Helm, C. A . and Stadler, L . J., Productive Methods for Wheat in Missouri. Missouri 
Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 188, July, 1921. 
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Early Premium, and Kawvale. The principal returns are tabulated 
here. 
These results support the previous records of Michigan Wonder and 
Fulcaster for strong yields. Poole and Harvest Queen are good 
varieties but in the whole course of our tests-early and late-neither 
kind has generally reached the high level of the two leaders. In some 
of the earlier tests Poole seemed to excel all others in a few places 
but the results possibly were misleading because of the marked 
similarity in appearance between Poole and Michigan Wonder. One 
is easily mistaken for the other, since their clearest difference, aside 
from thai! in yield, is in the slightly earlier maturity of Poole. An 
Missouri Early Premium (left) with its short light straw is much easier 
to harvest than tall heavy-strawed varieties like Michigan Wonder (right) . 
AVERAGE YIELDS IN BUSHELS OF GRAIN PER ACRE FROM VARIETIES GROWN IN SECTIONAL 
TESTS 
Varieties Columbia Green Ridge Sni-A-Bar E lsberry Sikeston 
Farms 
6 yrs. 5 yrs . 6 yrs. 8 yrs. 6 yrs . 
1932-37 1932-33-34- 1932-37 1930-37 1932-37 
36-37 
Michigan Wonder 30.5 16.0 24.5 26.2 27.8 
Ha rvest Queen 26.7 14.6 22.6 21.9 21.6 
Poole 28.9 15.5 22 .7 22.5 23.8 
Fulcaster 30.7 15.0 24.4 29.3 25.7 
Missouri Early Premium 29.5 21.6 24.3 
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improved strain of Michigan Wonder, developed by the Missouri Ex-
periment Station, and first grown on a crop scale in 1919 by Mr. 
John Bogan, of Norborne, has multiplied until it now represents the 
variety in Missouri. I t has been the Michigan Wonder of all our later 
tests. No selective improvement of Poole, Fulcaster, or Harvest Queen 
has been made here, though the latter variety itself is a selection from 
Fultz, one of the oldest and once the most widely grown wheat in the 
United States. 
Other important details of this recent test are to be noted. Missouri 
Early Premium at Green Ridge four years gave an average acre yield 
of 14.7 bushels; at Sni-A-Bar Farms five years 25.3 bushels. Fulhio 
at Columbia four years returned an acre average of 28.5 bushels; at 
Green Ridge three years, 13.1 bushels; at Sni-A-Bar Farms five years, 
20.8 bushels; at Elsberry three years, 26.9 bushels; at Sikeston three 
years, 22.6 bushels. Kawvale at Columbia two years, at Green Ridge 
two years, at Sni-A-Bar Farms three years, Elsberry three years, and 
Sikeston three years, has nearly always ranked very high, in some 
cases taking first place. It is a promising variety. 
In long experience with the performance of a large number of 
wheat varieties on a wide range of Missouri soils, no kinds have been 
found which seem quite the equal of Michigan Wonder and Fulcaster 
in capacity to yield under general conditions. For bushels of wheat 
per acre these two are commended. It is necessary to continue the 
testing process, however, as a means of recording the performance of 
new varieties. -Their advent is frequent, and one of them may present-
ly show sufficient value, general or special, to cause its adoption in the 
place of an established variety. 
There is much general interest in the varietai forms of wheat. 
Some of their individual features and qualities have a special utility; 
some are so objectionable as to cause the grower to reject a high 
yielder. For these reasons the seven varieties which are now dis-
tinguished in Missouri agriculture are here described. 
Varieties Most Used in Missouri 
M ichigam W onder.-Beardless; brown hulls; heavy, weak straw, 
inclined to lodge; late to mature; more susceptible than many other 
varieties to loose smut; very productive, reaching its highest stand-
ing among other varieties on fertile, well-drained land; in Missouri 
the most widely grown variety. 
Fulcaster.-Bearded; white hulls; medium straw, weak and in-
clined to lodge; not quite so late as Michigan Wonder to mature; 
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somewhat resistant to Hessian fly and to loose smut; stands winter 
well; very productive and widely grown, a good performer on well-
drained medium uplands. 
PooZe.-Similar to Michigan Wonder in appearance, except that 
the straw is not so heavy or so weak, and the grain not so late to ripen; 
a good variety ranking below Michigan Wonder in yield and popu-
larity, but at times has seemed better suited than other varieties to 
flat poorly drained prairies. 
Harvest Queen.-Beardless; white hulls; extremely tall and heavy 
straw, usually standing perfectly until the grain is dead ripe; extreme-
ly late to mature; generally shows some resistance to loose smut and 
winter killing; a good variety but generally less productive than 
either of the two leading kinds. 
Mi!Ssouri Early Premi1~m.-Beardless; white hulls; short fine straw 
-standing well at maturity-is suited to combine harvesting; ex-
tremely early to mature, often ripening two weeks before Harvest 
Queen and 10 days before Michigan Wonder; less productive than 
Michigan Wonder or Fulcaster, more productive than Harvest Queen, 
and probably the equal of Poole; new and not widely grown at 
present but may become very popular on account of its earliness and 
its efficiency as a nurse crop for legumes and grasses. 
Fulh~o.-Beardless; white hulls; heavy straw, standing fairly well 
at maturity; medium late to ripen; somewhat resistant to loose smut; 
a good variety but in our tests has so far been less productive than 
two or three others; not widely grown but liked wherever tried. 
Kawvale.*-Heavily bearded; white hulls; grain semi-hard; short 
fine straw-standing well at maturity-is suited to combine harvest-
ing; fairly early to mature; ripe grain shatters badly, resulting in 
losses by any method of harvesting; definitely resistant to Hessian 
fly and leaf rust but susceptible to stem rust in Missouri last year; 
highly productive; not yet widely grown in Missouri but likely to be-
come popular. 
Hard Winter Wheat and Spring Wheat 
The foregoing discussion has referred particularly to varieties of 
the class Soft Red Winter. They compose nearly all of the Missouri 
wheat crop. Our tests, however, have also included thorough com-
parisons of the best of these varieties with leading representatives of 
the Hard Red Winter and Hard Red Spring classes. 
*A variety developed in recent years by the Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station. 
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In northwestern Missouri the 7 -year averag'e yields of soft winter 
and hard winter wheats were approximately equal. In all other 
geographical sections soft winter wheat surpassed the other. A serious 
fault of hard wheat varieties is their marked tendency to lodge in 
wet seasons and on the more fertile soils. Harvest losses from this 
cause may offset the high capacity of a variety to yield. Farther 
west where late spring growth and maturity come in drier weather, 
this weakness of hard winter wheat does not appear in the degree it 
is seen in Missouri. 
Also the excellent protein content by which hard winter wheat 
is distinguished in western areas, is not held under the Missouri 
climate. The grain becomes softer here and the protein content falls 
to the level of soft red winter wheat. In some years the hard wheat 
varieties grown under Missouri conditions may contain even less 
protein than soft wheat. Thus at Columbia in 1920 the crude protein 
content of three typical hard wheat varieties-Turkey, Kharkov and 
Kanred-was 12.9, 11.3 and 11.3 respectively; and the crude protein 
content of three typical soft wheat varieties-Mediterranean, Ful-
caster and Poole-was 14.9, 14.3 and 14.7 respectively. Turkey had 
been grown in Missouri several years but seed of Kharkov and Kanred 
had been obtained directly from Kansas and in the preceding fall was 
sown at Columbia for the first time. Evidently the reduction of pro-
tein in hard wheat here may occur rapidly. 
Most of the hard wheat produced in Missouri is mixed with soft 
wheat at the country elevator, and is graded as mixed wheat, with a 
resulting loss in price. A lower price then is generally to be added 
to the other comparative faults-lower quality, lower yield, tendency 
to lodge-of hard red winter wheat in Missouri. 
Small scattered areas of spring wheat are grown in Missouri every 
year, representing hopeful efforts to recover some part of a winter 
loss in the fall sown crop. Failure is the usual result, as our spring 
season is nearly always too short for good development of the grain. 
Tests in the extreme northwestern section of Missouri have shown that 
the normal yield of spring wheat there is likely to reach about half 
the measure of winter wheat. In central Missouri the yields of the 
spring sown crop are likely to be even smaller and often will not be 
worth harvesting. 
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QUALITY IN MISSOURI WHEAT 
Quality is the basis of the system by which wheat is graded. Within 
the limits of world prices or price control, as the case may be, the 
community prices of wheat are determined by the grades of the local 
crop. A brief view of the grading system is therefore desirable for 
a better understanding of quality itself. 
All wheat grown in the United States is grouped for commercial 
purposes into seven qualitative classes.'*' Nearly all wheat grown 
in Missouri is classed as Soft Red Winter, and the small remainder 
as Hard Red Winter. A class of wheat is next divided into subclasses 
and finally into grades. Soft red winter wheat has only two subclasses, 
Red Winter and Western Red, and the latter is not found in the 
Missouri crop. 
In each class of wheat there are five numbered grades, 1 to 5, the 
first representing wheat of the highest quality and price in the class, 
and the others in numerical order from No. 1 ranging downward ,in 
both quality and price. Each class contains also a sample grade, in-
ferior to the lowest numbered grade. The presence in the grain of 
weevils, garlic, smut balls, ergot, too much mcisture, or evidence of 
an objectionable treatment, causes the addition of a depreciative word 
to the grade designation. Thus a load of wheat might be graded and 
described as No.3 Soft Red Winter, garlicky. 
The factors (qualities) which determine the grades of wheat are 
weight per bushel, moisture content, damaged kernels, wheat of other 
classes, and all foreign material-any substance that is not wheat it-
self-contained in the lot of grain. Accordingly the meaning of gen-
eral quality in wheat is apparent. It is heavy, dry, sound grain, pure 
in class, and free from all foreign material. This definition, broad 
as it is, does not necessarily cover an individual quality which de-
termines the special utility of a class, such as high protein in Hard 
Red Winter or Hard Red Spring. It is a satisfactory description of 
quality in the soft red winter wheat of Missouri, however, for the 
utility of this class does not depend primarily upon variation in any 
special constituent of the kernel. The specification "pure in class '" 
might well be broadened to include also the variety, since a pure 
variety by ripening evenly promotes soundness in the market grain 
and finally gives uniform grain for milling. 
How can the Missouri wheat grower, one year with another, secure 
high quality in his crop and thereby promote profitable returns 1 The 
*Handbook of Official Grain Standards of the United States, issued by the Bureau of 
Agricultu'ral Economics, U. S. Department of Agriculture, gives full information on the 
dassea, subclasses, and grade's of wheat in the United States, 
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factors of quality, as shown, are simple. All of them are compatible 
with the grower's natural desire for high yields. Actually the con-
ditions which produce high yields also produce high quality. If the 
quality in the ripe crop is not damaged by unfavorable weather, or 
carelessly lost in harvesting, threshing, or storage, it will go to 
market in the grain. These considerations being true the joint condi-
tions of high yields and high quality may be briefly stated. 
Fertile land or the use of fertilizers to supplement natural soil 
:fertility, is perhaps the first condition for good yields of well filled, 
heavy grain. Next a pure, productive variety, adapted to the locality, 
will make the best use of good soil. Thorough preparation of the 
seedbed will increase the availability of the soil properties and aid 
the plant in utilizing them. Seed that is naturally clean and healthy 
or seed that has been fanned and then treated for smut, will :further 
contribute to both yield and quality. The control of insects will pre-
vent losses in yield and quality, and thus will protect the gains made 
by productive :factors. Harvesting when the grain is ripe enough 
not to shrivel; careful shocking; timely, clean threshing; and cool, dry 
storage if the grain is not to be immediately sold, will add to the 
weig'ht, cleanliness and soundness of the product. If the crop is 
harvested by the combine, good storage is more difficult. 
All the foregoing factors of yield and quality are in the hands 
of the grower. If he efficiently uses them, the result, unless the season 
is unfavorable, will be good wheat. 
How can the local grain dealer and the miller promote quality in 
Missouri wheat ~ Obviously they as well as the grower desire quality. 
The grain dealer can strongly promote it by correctly grading' the 
grain offered by the grower and paying him strictly according to its 
grade quality. This is a critical point in the whole program for high 
quality grain. Accurate payment to the gTower for whatever quality 
he brings to the elevator will encourage him to improve the quality 
of his next crop; but if the local spread in price between good wheat 
and poor wheat is so inaccurate as to offer no inducement to quality 
production, the grower of either kind will not have a special interest 
in the improvement. 
The miller in turn can promote quality by demanding it and by a 
strict application of the grade standards to his purchases. Certain 
practical obstacles in these procedures by the grain dealer and the 
miller are apparent, but they do not seem greater than those met by 
the grower in the production of a quality crop. Both commercial 
parties may constructively aid the grower-and they frequently do-
in the local introduction of superior seed. 
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GOOD SEED WHEAT 
The physical properties of good seed wheat coincide precisely with 
those of high quality market grain. To these are added freedom from 
disease and the power of high germination. The desired qualities of 
the variety-productivity, purity, adaptation-complete the require-
ments. Briefly then good seed wheat is heavy, clean, high-germinating, 
free from disease, productive, pure, and adapted to local conditions. 
The value of purity in the variety is to be emphasized, not because 
other factors in good seed are less desirable but because the im-
portance of purity itself is increasing. Combine harvesting has raised 
purity to the status of an essential property, for only a pure variety 
is likely to ripen with the uniformity n cessary in grain that is to 
be stored immediately after it is harvested. A crop containing a late-
ripening mixture, if combined and soon put in bags, bin or elevator, 
is likely to develop hot grain, a condition causing a definite loss in 
quality. Even a perfectly uniform crop is not wholly safe from this 
danger. Also the millers, as previotl ly stated, recoO'nize purity of the 
cIa s and the variety as the basis of uniformity in their product. 
Good seed wheat is easy to obtain, and if the grower suspects that his 
variety is not performing at a high standard he may do well to change 
his seed. Official recommendation of a good variety for any local 
condition and of a reliable ource of the ed, may be learned by 
writing the Missouri Agricultural Experiment tation, Columbia. A 
variety that is giving good yields and can be kept pure, healthy and 
free from weed seed, should not be changed. 
Missouri Early Premium, or any similar early variety, gives the legume 
sown in it a better condition for growth. In the center plot Missouri Early 
Premium was harvested June 2. At the left and right, late varieties were 
harvested June 14. Note the difference in the growth of lespedeza. 
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EARLY WHEAT 
Some special benefits in wheat farming result from an early wheat 
crop. Gains are made (1) in the growth of legumes and grasses sown 
in the wheat, (2) in the safety of the wheat from spring and early 
summer hazards, (3) in the facility of harvesting, (4) in the facility 
of growing wheat in I-year rotations, and (5) in the price received 
for the grain. Missouri Early Premium, a variety ripening ten days 
or two weeks ahead of all other soft winter wheats now grown in 
Missouri, is at the present time the principal means of securing these 
returns. However, a well-prepared seedbed, an application of 
phosphate fertilizer, and timely sowing, are effective in hastening the 
maturity of any variety. The efficiency of earliness as a beneficial 
factor is here explained. 
I .(1) A detriment to the growth of legumes and grasses spring-
sown in wheat is the competitive growth of wheat itself. Wheat start-
ing from an established root system early in the spring soon draws 
heavily on soil moisture and soil nutrients. Soon it also screens off 
the sunlight from the soil surface. The legumes and grasses, germinat-
ing after wheat has started, are small and inferior to wheat in their 
ability to draw from the soil, and growing beneath the wheat they 
do not receive the full light and warmth of the spring sun. Conse-
quently their growth is checked and retarded from the first, and 
as the season advances and wheat races toward maturity, their sur-
vival becomes daily less certain. Thus many of the clover or grass 
plants are starved and smothered. Sometimes the whole stand is 
lost in this way. 
Therefore the earlier the wheat can be harvested, the better for the 
legume or grass sown in it. A gain of a week or ten days in the time 
of removing the grain crop may mean the difference . between the 
success or failure of the other. Such early harvesting of course is not 
the only favorable condition for spring-sown legumes and grasses, 
but it is a highly important condition, and its vital influence upon 
them is not generally understood though proved experimentally and 
often noticed by observant farmers. 
(2) A crop ripening at the time of Missouri Early Premium will 
avoid some of the June rains or early summer drought, as the case 
may be. It will be in the shock, Or at least will have reached an ad-
vanced stage of maturity, by the time the first spring brood of chinch 
bugs appears, though it will suffer the usual slight injury from the 
old chinch bugs that live through the winter. It usually will be 
damaged less than late wheat by leaf rust and it is likely to escape 
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entirely the occasional epidemic of stem rust. The latter efficiency 
was strikingly demonstrated in the spring of 1937. Missouri Early 
Premium then ripened fine yields of high quality grain, in sections 
where all late wheat was caught immature by stem rust and damaged 
heavily. 
(3) Missouri Early Premium, as lately distributed by the Missouri 
Experiment Station, is pure, ripens uniformly, stands up well at 
maturity, and holds the grain from shatterinO'. The straw is smaller 
and 6 to 12 inches shorter than that of such late varieties as HarveRt 
Missouri Early Premium stands up at maturity. This variety (left) at 
Columbia in 1938 stood with little or no lodging through the heavy June 
rains, while some other varieties (right) were flattened . 
Queen and Michigan Wonder. All these features contribute to the 
efficiency of harvesting by any method. 
(4) Missouri Early Premium is better adapted than later matur-
ing varieties for use in I-year rotation with lespedeza or soybeans. 
In the operation of these short, quick rotations, time is an essential 
factor. Where wheat is harvested early, the lespedeza in it gives 
earlier pasturage, a longer total season of grazing, and is likely to 
ripen seed somewhat earlier in the fall, so that wheat may be sown 
back on the lespedeza sod at a seasonable date for the wheat itself. 
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A similar increase in the seasonal utility of red clover, sweet clover, 
or alfalfa, will result from the early harvesting of wheat, where one 
of them is spring-sown in the grain crop. However, the practice of 
sowing wheat on the sod of the last named legumes every fall is not 
followed. 
In the wheat-soybean rotation, early harvesting is imperative in 
order that the bean hay crop may be sown before the summer ground 
becomes so dry that the bean seed will not sprout in it, and in order 
that the bean crop may have time to make hay growth before the com-
ing of late summer rains which seriously increase the difficulty of 
curing it. 
(5) The early wheat grower who combines Or threshes early and 
sells, can usually find a comparatively favorable price. A study of 
quotations on No. 2 soft red winter wheat at St. Louis for the last 
18 years reveals that under normal conditions the price of this com-
modity steadily declined through .Tune, and in late .Tune or early 
.Tuly reached a relatively stable :figure which was maintained through 
.Tuly. The weekly average price for the two months was lowest in 
the second week of .Tuly. The average prices for earlier and later 
weeks were greater by the following percentages: 
.Tune 1st week 7.9 
2nd week 5.2 
3rd week 3.4 
4th week 2.9 
July 1st week 1.5 
2nd week -
3rd week 2.1 
4th week 0.5 
These :figures mean that the grower who takes his wheat to market 
during the third or fourth week of .Tune-and this can be done with 
the early wheat-may receive an average price two to three per cent 
higher than the July price, provided the general price level is not 
rising from some unusual cause. Ordinarily the June price per bushel 
will average from l~ to 4 cents above the July price.· 
SEEDBED FOR WHEAT 
A good seedbed is closely related to high yield in wheat. It is neces-
sary for vigorous fall growth by which the crop is quickly established 
and strengthened against cold weather, and its good effect lasts in 
some degree until growth has ceased at maturity. Some of the reasons 
for the stimulation of growth by thorough preparation of the soil 
are explained on page 7. 
'The authors are indebted to Mr. Herman Haag, Department of Agricultural Economics, 
Missouri CoIlege of Agriculture, for the statistical facts in this analysis. 
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Two general methods of preparing the wheat seedbed are (1) plow-
ing and fitting the land after oats, wheat, or barley, and (2) disking 
the land after corn, soybeans or lespedeza. 
Wheat After a Grain Crop 
This succession is common in Missouri, and the quality of the seed-
bed thereby produced ranges from excellent to poor, depending upon 
the time of preparation and the nature of the season. Land should 
be plowed for wheat as early in the summer as permitted by the re-
moval of the previous grain crop and by the conditions of labor and 
the weather. Later it should be occasionally disked to keep down the 
weeds. These treatments produce a seedbed compact in the bottom, 
clean and pulverized on top. Growth will be invigorated by this fine 
physical condition of the soil and by the increase in moisture and 
available nitrogen resulting from the summer tillage.* The partial 
control of Hessian fly may also be credited to this method which buries 
some of these insects by early plowing, and reduces the feed supply 
of the remainder by summer tillage. 
Altogether the most productive seedbed for wheat can be made in 
this way, provided the plowing is done in July or early August and 
the land is later properly summer-tilled, and provided the plowed 
slopes are not steep enough to be eroded by August and September-
rains. The good effect upon yield of an early-plowed and summer-
tilled seedbed has been repeatedly proved, particularly by the Kansas 
Experiment Station, where these treatments have'sometimes produced 
crops twice as large as those from land allowed to stand in weeds all 
summer and plowed shortly before fall seeding. t Experiments in 
Missouri, comparing the results of plowing on July 15 and September-
15, found that land plowed early and kept clean yielded an acre 
average of five bushels more than land plowed late. 
But this method is unsafe on land which is subject to serious sum-
mer erosion, for the soil losses it might cause there could over-balance 
the benefits. It therefore may well be restricted to bottomlands and 
comparatively level uplands. Early plowed land, summer-tilled or-
not, is eroded more severely than land plowed later. In Missouri it 
is not possible to plow sloping upland for wheat at any time without 
a subsequent loss by erosion, though terraces and contour furrowing 
will reduce the loss to a minimum. 
Land that has grown corn, soybeans or lespedeza in the season just 
"Albrecht, William A .. Nitrate Accumulation in Soil as Influenced by '1:iIIage and StraW" 
Mulch. Journal of the American Society of Agronomy, Vol. 18, No. 10, 1926. 
tCall, L. E. and Salmon, S. C., Growing Wheat in Kansas. Kansas Agricultural Experi-
ment Station Bulletin 219, 1918. 
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Three methods of seeding wheat in quick succes ion with other crops 
are shown here. Top, land is disked and wheat sown after a crop of soybean 
hay. Center, wheat is sown on disked corn-ground, a familiar practice. 
Bottom, lespedeza sod is disked and harrowed to form the seedbed in-
dicated at the left of the picture. All are low in cost, for they do not re-
quire plowing. 
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passed is nearly ready as a seedbed for wheat. Disking is the maximum 
treatment needed for its completion. An advantage found in all three 
cases is the low cost of preparation. 
Wheat After Com 
A variety of corn that will mature early enough to be followed 
by the timely sowing of wheat, is an essential feature of the corn-wheat 
succession. Clean and level cultivation of the corn crop during the 
season, leaves the land ready for easy disking after the corn has been 
cut and shocked. The disking should be thorough, though not neces-
sarily deep, to make the soil fully receptive to the seed wheat. The 
physical condition of such a seedbed is usually as good as that pre-
pared by the expensive method of early plowing and summer tillage, 
but the soil is temporarily reduced in readily available fertility, 
because it has just grown a corn crop. And this deficiency, slight in 
some cases and larger in others, increases the need of the wheat for 
a fertilizer treatment. Also where wheat follows corn too frequently, 
the soil may become extensively infected by a fusarium disease which 
causes rots in corn and scab in wheat. 
Wheat After Soybeans 
A soybean crop naturally leaves the soil loose and mellow, and as 
a rule any preparation of the soybean ground is not likely to im-
prove its condition as a seedbed for wheat. Thus in a five-year ex-
periment at Columbia the average yields of wheat on clean soybean 
ground were not profitably increased by disking and harrowing the 
seedbed. Only when a harvested soybean field is so dry and hard or 
so trashy that the surface is not readily penetrated by the seed-and-
fertilizer drill, will it need any preparation at all for wheat. In all 
other cases the preparation will loosen too much a seedbed that is al-
ready loose enough, thus drying out the soil and causing erosion to 
be increased. 
Some farmers believe that wheat does not yield well on soybean 
ground; others believe that it does. Experimental results point in 
both directions. At Stark City, experimental crops of wheat for seven 
years yielded an acre average of 19.2 bushels on early-plowed and 
summer-tilled oats ground, and 18.1 bushels on soybean ground that 
yearly grew bean crops to the ripe seed stage. Wheat after soybeans, 
however, exceeded wheat after corn by about 2 bushels per acre.* In 
similar studies at Columbia wheat for five years gave average acre 
returns of 27.9 bushels after oats and 26.8 bushels after ripe soybeans, 
*The comparative yields of wheat after soybeans and corn are shown in the unpublished 
results of experiments by the De'partment of Soils , Missouri College of Agriculture, 
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Here the nature of the fall weather seemed to determine the difference 
between the yields on the two seedbeds. If the fall was dry, wheat 
sown on the early-plowed and summer-tilled oats ground finally 
yielded more than wheat sown on soybean ground; but if the fall was 
normally moist, wheat on the disked or unprepared soybean ground 
finally exceeded the other. Also at Columbia wheat sown in October 
after soybeans drilled for hay and cut in August, exceeded wheat sown 
on early-plowed and summer-tilled oats ground, by a four-year 
average of 4.6 bushels per acre. 
These data indicate the probability of a small average loss from 
seeding wheat after a soybean crop that grows to maturity, but a 
moderate gain where wheat follows soybeans harvested early for hay, 
provided that in both cases the returns are compared with those from 
wheat sown on the productive early-plowed- and summer-tilled seed-
bed. The seed crop of soybeans, because it grows late, temporarily 
reduces until a late period the available soil nutrients and soil 
moisture, and so the wheat which follows may lose some yield by that 
cause, especially if the fall weather is dry. Also bacterial action is 
stimulated by the soybean roots fo~ several weeks after the seed crop 
is harvested.'*' The bacteria concerned feed partly on nitrogen and 
they draw it from the soil supply, thus decreasing the amount normal-
ly available to the young wheat. This is another cause of unthrifty 
growth. All these temporary conditions, however, are naturally cor-
rected on soybean ground from which the crop was cut early for 
hay, by the time wheat is sown there six to eig'ht weeks later. 
It is therefore a reasonable conclusion that while the late soybean 
seed crop may leave a somewhat unfavorable seedbed for wheat, the 
early harvested soybean hay crop does not. Indeed the latter condition 
will stand comparison with a seedbed prepared by any other method. 
Two practical considerations are at last evident. First, where wheat 
is sown on soybean ground, without plowing or heavy tillage, the cost 
of producing the crop is materially reduced. Second, a soybean crop, 
for seed or hay, should be followed by wheat or some other fall grain-
as a means of controlling soil erosion, if other reasons are not suf-
ficient. 
Wheat After Lespedeza 
Lespedeza sod, thoroughly disked and harrowed, is a good seedbed 
for wheat. Some special practices, however, arQ necessary in pre-
paring the lespedeza ground for this purpose. First, the lespedeza 
·Uhland, R. E., Time of Harvesting Soybeans. Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station 
Bulletin 279, 1930. 
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seed must be ripe or nearly ripe when the sod is disked. If the seed 
are still green at that time, not enough may germinate next spring 
to renew the stand. Second, the lespedeza must have been grazed out 
or cut close, so that very little of the season's growth will be left. 
For if the usual dense lespedeza cover, six to eight inches deep, is still 
on the ground, the preparation of a good seedbed by disking or by 
any other operation less than plowing, will be difficult and im-
practicable. Third, if the sod is very dry and hard, a weighted and 
sharpened disk will be required for the job. If these three condi-
tions are observed there will be no great difficulty in handling the 
sod, and a good seedbed at low cost may be formed. On several 
Missouri experiment fields, wheat on disked lespedeza sod has com-
pared favorably in yield with wheat on early-plowed and summer-
tilled oats ground, although the comparisons have not yet covered 
a long period. 
FERTILIZERS FOR WHEAT 
A reference to the effects of the fertilizer treatment of wheat, page 7, 
may be repeated here by saying that on nearly all Missouri upland 
the sound use of fertilizer is an essential practice in the production 
of a profitable wheat crop. No other farm operation is likely to pay 
a better financial return, dollar for dollar invested. The up lana 
wheat farmer of today who does not employ the power of fertilizer 
is losing a great aid to his soil and labor. These statements are based 
on the results of a large number of experiments conducted on all the 
important Missouri soils adapted to wheat. Such results have been 
published many times and need not be tabulated here. * One of their 
practical conclusions is that two dollars worth of superphosphate 
fertilizer applied to an acre of upland soil ranging in natural fertility 
from medium to better, is likely to stimulate a 6-bushel to lO-bushel 
increase in wheat yield. 
Recommendations by the Department of Soils, Missouri College of 
Agriculture, for the use of fertilizers in wheat production, are 
classified for three general soil r.:lgions: (1) the prairie soils of 
northern and western Missouri, (2) the timber soils of the Ozark 
region and of northern Missouri, and (3) the lowland soils of south-
eastern Missouri. t 
*Duley, F. L . and Miller, M. F ., The Soils Experiment Fields of Missouri. Missouri Agri-
cultural Experiment Station Bulle'tin 238, 1926. 
tMiller, M. F., Commercial Fertilizers for General Field Crops. Missouri College of Agri-
culture, Extension Circular 315, 1937. 
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(1) For the dark prairie soils of northern and western Missouri, 
150-200 pounds per acre of 200/0 superphosphate should be used 
where there is no clover in the rotation and no manure is applied tel 
the land. If on these soils clover is grown or manure added, tha 
need for fertilizer is lessened, but the treatment with superphosphate 
just mentioned will still be profitable. For the gray prairie soils of 
this region, a complete fertilizer of the formula 4-16-4 applied at the 
rate of 175-225 pounds per acre, js the correct treatment where 
there is no clover or manure. Wheat grown after clover sod or manure 
on these gray soils should receive 175-225 pounds per acre of the lower 
formula, 2-14-4. 
Fertilizers are essential for the good production of wheat on Missouri 
uplands. Because of the great utility of wheat in the control of soil erosion, 
the seed-and-fertUizer drlll is a necessary implement for soil conservation 
as well as for profitable wheat farming. 
(2) For the light-colored timber soils of the Ozarks and of northern 
Missouri, a 4-12-4 fertilizer at 175-225 pounds per acre is needed 
where there is no clover or manure in the rotation, and the same 
quantity of a 2-14-4 fertilizer where clover or manure is used. On 
the brown and reddish-brown soils of this group, 175-225 pounds of 
the 2-14-4 formula would be used without clover or manure, and 175-
225 pounds of 20 % superphosphate in connection with either of these 
supplements. 
(3) In the southeastern lowlands the gray silt loams or the sandy 
loams may be fertilized for wheat with 150-200 pounds per acre of 
4-12-4. 
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In the paragraphs above the relation of clover and manure to the 
kind and quantity of fertilizer recommended for wheat will be noticed. 
Where the land grows clover or is manured, nitrogen, the most ex-
pensive fertilizing element, is thereby supplied, and consequently it 
is reduced or omitted in the fertilizer treatment. If it is omitted, 
the treatment is less expensive, since only superphosphate is then 
needed. Legumes and manure correctly used not only add their own 
quota of fertility-they also definitely increase the utility of the 
fertilizer itself. Therefore, if these supplements are present, the 
largest and most profitable returns from a fertilizer treatment are 
generally to be expected. For wherever the soil is in good tilth and 
contains plenty of organic material, fertilizers are likely to act with 
their maximum efficiency. 
PROTECTION AGAINST INSECTS 
The principal insect enemies of wheat in Missouri are the Hessian 
fly and the chinch bug. Nearly all insect damage to the crop, except 
that from an occasional invasion of army worms or green bugs, may 
be charged against these two pests. There is nothing occasional about 
the damage from the Hessian fly and the chinch bug. One or both of 
these insects cause important losses every year. Both have been fully 
described and their control explained in numerous publications.* The 
means of protecting wheat from their ravages, referred to on several 
previous pages of this bulletin, are summarized here. 
Hessian Fly Control 
(1) July or early August plowing in preparation for the next wheat 
crop, particularly if the ground is in wheat stUbble, will bury and 
destroy large numbers of the flies then in the flaxseed stage. (2) 
Disking the plowed ground or even disking wheat stubble without 
plowing, will prevent the growth of a food supply of volunteer wheat 
for the flies that remain. (3) Delaying the seeding of the crop until 
after the fall brood has gone (fly-free date) will avoid fall damage. 
(4) The use of a variety of wheat that is partly fly-resistant, such 
as Kawvale or Fulcaster, is an easy and definite aid to fly control. 
(5) The early maturing variety (Missouri Early Premium) is a 
means of escaping some of the damage, particularly the serious lodg-
ing, that results from the late spring feeding of the fly. (6) The 
wheat-Iespedeza rotation is naturally favorable to fly control, since it 
delays the fall seeding of the wheat, tends to keep down the summer 
-Haseman, Leonard. Insect Pests of Field Crops. Missouri Agricultural Experiment 
Station, Bulletin 170, 1920. 
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volunteer growth of wheat where the lespedeza is grazed, and tends to 
use the early maturing variety of wheat. 
- 1 
Typical damage to young wheat by the Hessian fly is shown 
here. Left, a normal plant. Right, a fly-infested plant. 
Chinch Bug Control 
(1) The clean-up of trash in the field will leave fewer places for 
the chinch bug to live in during the winter, and so will lessen the 
number of bugs that survive until spring. (2) A stand of wheat-
lespedeza is likely to hold fewer chinch bugs than wheat alone, be-
cause the early and dense shade of the lespedeza is not a favorable con-
dition for the e insects. (3) Since the chinch bug does not like 
shade, it will cause more injury to a thin weak growth of wheat than 
to a thick trong growth. This means that a crop stimulated by a 
good seedbed and fertilizer i likely to suffer Ie s damage than a crop 
poorly treated. (4) The early maturing variety will escape serious 
damage from this insect. 
PROTECTION AGAINST DISEASES 
The principal di eases of wheat in Missouri, in the order of their 
normal importance are loose smut stinkinCf smut, leaf rust, stem rust, 
and scab. Usually the two smuts, particularly loose smut, are much 
more destructive to the Missouri crop than all other wheat diseases 
combined . Occasionally, however, one of the others ranks first as an 
agent of misfortune. Thus in 1937 stem ru t, on its first extensive 
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appearance here in many years, caused wide ruin. These five diseases 
are briefly described and the practical means for their control are 
given in the paragraphs which follow. 
Loose Smut 
A head of wheat infected with loose smut soon becomes a black 
smutty mass. The spores are blown like dust and fall into the blooms 
of healthy heads. The ripe grains from these heads appear sound 
but they may contain 
the germ of the disease. 
If they are sown the 
disease is spread to 
come again in the next 
crop. Because the loose 
smut fungus is thus car-
ried inside the kernels, it 
cannot be destroyed ex-
cept by internal disin-
fection . The treatment 
is (1) to soak the seed 
in cool water for four 
hours, (2) to drain off 
the cool water and im-
mediately immerse the 
seed for exactly ten 
minutes in water at 
129 0 Fahrenheit, (3) to 
dry th seed so rapidly 
that it will not sprout 
or mold. This treat-
ment is difficult to man-
age and under ordinary 
farm conditions is not 
practicable, except for a 
small lot of seed that is 
to be used to produce a 
Loose smut destroys the wheat head, leaving 
only the naked stem, as shown in the picture. 
(Courtesy U. S. Department of Agriculture.) 
larger supply temporarily free from loose smut. G nerally, how-
ever, if the pre ent crop is infected, the purchase of seed known to 
be smut-fr e, is the sound procedure. 
Stinking Smut 
If a wheat plant is infected with stinking smut the disease con-
sume the kernel and forms smut balls in their places. The whole 
head becomes somewhat shrunken but not otherwi e changed in out-
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ward appearance. When a smutted crop is threshed many of the smut 
balls are broken into dust-like spores, which lodge upon the surfaces 
of sound grains. If this re-smutted seed is sown, the smut spores 
Stinking smut destroys the wheat 
kernel, forming a smut-ball in its 
place, but does not destroy the hulls. 
Left, a normal head. Right. a smut-
infected head. (Courtesy U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture.) 
germinate with the 'eed wheat 
and the fungus again grows up 
within the plant. Thus the dis-
ease is carried from one crop to 
the next. 
The spores of this disease, be-
ing carried on the outside of the 
seed, can be destroyed by sur-
face disinfection. There are sev-
eral simple, effective and in-
expensive means of disinfecting 
the seed. (1) New Improved 
Ceresan is thoroughly mixed 
with the seed wheat at the rate 
of half an ounce to each bushel 
of seed. Or (2) dry, high-grade 
copper carbonate dust is thor-
oughly mixed with the seed 
wheat at the rate of two ounces 
to each bushel of seed. Or (3) 
a formalin solution, made by 
adding one pint of formalin to 
forty gallons of water, is used 
to wet the seed thoroughly. 
Then the seed is piled and cov-
ered for five or six hours so that 
the solution may reach the 
spores lodged in the crevices of 
the kernels. N ext the pile of 
seed is spread to dryas rapidly 
as pos ible. As soon as the seed 
is dry it should be sown, or 
it may become re-infected. If 
the seed at the time of sowing i 
still swollen from the wetting, the rate of sowing should be increased 
by one or two pecks to the acre. 
Orange Leaf-Rust 
This is the rust which covers the leaves of wheat with bright orange-
colored dust, the spores. By harvest time the spores may be found 
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on all parts of the plant. Where orange leaf rust is abundant it is 
likely to cause some damage by preventing the leaves from forming 
food for the plant. It occurs in nearly all Missouri wheat every season. 
No remedy for it is known. Resistance to this disease, however, is 
found in the varieties of hard 
winter wheat. Kawvale, a semi-
hard variety, has been found 
hiO'hly resistant to it under Mis-
souri conditions. 
Black Stem-Rust 
Black stem-rust, if it appear3 
in Missouri wheat, is first no-
ticed in the red-spore stage on 
the stems and leaves, as the crop 
approaches maturity. Soon it 
reaches the black-spore stage, 
giving the stems a black and 
roughened appearance. The dis-
ease at its worst extends into 
the head, shrivels the kernels, 
and ruins the crop. There was 
an unprecedented epidemic of 
black stem-rust in Missouri in 
1937. 
There is no remedy or direct 
preventive for this disease. 
Some varieties of hard winter 
wheat, of hard spring wheat, 
and of Durum wheat are re-
sistant to it. All varieties of 
soft winter wheat are suscep-
tible. Early maturinO' varieties 
may escape it. Missouri Early 
Premium partly or completely 
escaped it last year. 
Scab 
Wheat scab is shown by pink-
ish or yellowish spots on the 
hulls of the nearly mature 
plant. It shrivels or rots the 
'Vheat scab shrivels the kernels, 
causing light-weight grain or nearly 
empty hulls. Left, a normal head; 
center, a head infected by scab in 
the upper part; right, a head in· 
fected throughout by the scab 
fungus. (Courtesy U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture.) 
kernels and causes light-weight grain. It occurs frequently in Mis-
souri and is the same fungus that causes a root and ear rot in corn. 
There is no practical treatment for scab although it may be cleansed 
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from the soil by a rotation of crops that does not bring wheat after 
either wheat or corn. Scabby seed wheat of course should not be used. 
Heavy seed may safely be considered fairly scab-free. Thorough 
cleaning of the seed will remove most of the scabby grains. 
WHEAT AS FEED 
The idea of using wheat as feed for livestock is obstructed by the 
fixed custom of selling the grain for cash. A relatively high price, 
arising from the special utility of wheat for bread, has made wheat 
historically a market crop. Some wheat of course is pastured and 
fed, but the practice is local and occasional. Experimental results, 
however, readily indicate the possibility of excellent returns from 
growing and using wheat wholly as feed. Clearly the decision to 
feed wheat or sell it must rest upon the comparative prices of 
wheat and corn. The farmer who figures his business cJ.osely can 
make that decision if he is well informed on the comparative feed 
values of the two grains. 
The Missouri Experiment Station found ground wheat to be 10% 
to 1570 more efficient than corn-pound for pound-for fattening 
hogs. Wheat required less protein supplement and produced gains 
more rapidly than corn. Pork from wheat-fed hogs was equal in 
quality and superior in firmness to pork from corn-fed hogs.* Other 
experiment stations have reached similar conclusions. 
It was also found here that coarsely ground wheat, when com-
posing not more than half the grain mixture for fattening cattle, 
was worth 5% to 15% more than corn. Such wheat used as a com-
plete substitute for corn produced gains with 10% less feed, but 
produced them less rapidly. Cattle fed wheat were more difficult 
to keep on feed, and they frequeutly lacked finish and sold for less 
than corn-fed cattle. Cattle should be put on wheat feed slowly, as 
bloat and scouring frequently result if the animals too rapidly 
reach a full feed of this grain. These results mean that wheat is 
better as a partial substitute than as a complete substitute for corn 
in the ration for fattening cattle. Coarse grinding substantially 
increased the value of wheat as feed for cattle and was more effective 
than any other treatment for this purpose. t Further information 
on the use of wheat for feed may be obtained from the references 
noted. 
Wheat pasturage is excellent in quality for all livestock though 
it is best utilized by cattle and sheep. The degree to which it may be 
*Weaver, L. A .. Various Grains and Other Com Substitutes as Hog Feeds. Missouri 
Agricultural Extension Circular 821, 1935. 
tTrowbridge, E. A. and Moffet, H. C., Wheat as a Cattle Feed. Missouri Agricultural 
Experiment Station Bulletin 325, 1933. 
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grazed, however, is sharply limited by the consideration of the yield 
of grain. Fall grazing at the most should be light. If seeding is de-
layed, as when we try to avoid the Hessian fly, or if the fall weather 
is so dryas to cause slow growth, there should not be any grazing. If 
the seeding is very early a good deal of fall pasture may be obtained, 
but such a crop is likely to be severely injured by the fly and to yield 
grain poorly. Spring grazing, under suitable conditions, can furnish 
considerable feed and if correctly regulated will not cause a material 
reduction in yield. It may be done when a moist early spring is forcing 
a rank growth. The rules for this practice are these: do not graze the 
growth too close; do not graze after the growth has begun to joint; 
do not graze when the ground is too wet. 
The foregoing considerations apply to the incidental grazing of 
wheat intended for grain. There are fine possibilities, however, in the 
use of wheat wholly for pasture, especially if wheat is combined for 
this purpose with lespedeza, so that the two crops furnish heavy and 
continuous grazing through a long season. A wheat-Iespedeza pasture 
is set up by the spring seeding of lespedeza in the wheat. Grazing 
of the wheat normally begins during April, and if regulated to a rate 
that keeps up with growth it will last until late Mayor early June, 
for a total of fifty to sixty days. By the time wheat is grazed out 
lespedeza usually is ready and will carry the stock through the sum-
mer and normally into early October. The lespedeza sod is then diskeu 
and the wheat resown, as described in the explanation of the wheat-
lespedeza rotation, beginning on page 36. 
The Missouri Experiment Station in 1933 began at Columbia a 
study of wheat-Iespedeza pasture to learn the productivity and cost 
of this method of feed production. Records of the essential results 
follow. 
Year 
1933 
1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
Period of grazing 
wheat-Iespedeza 
Apr. 15 to Oct. 11 
Apr. 7 to Oct. 2 
Apr. 13 to Oct. 3 
Apr. 18 to Oct. 12 
Apr. 27 to Sept. 25 
Cattle-days 
per acre 
168 
74 
255 
80 
145 
Date of resowing wheat 
on lespedeza sod 
Oct. 15 
Oct. 8 
Oct. 27 
Oct. 15 
Oct. 12 
A bluegrass pasture adjacent to wheat-Iespedeza during the four 
latter years of this experiment has given an average seasonal return 
of 91 cattle~days per acre. This is 53 cattle-days less than the average 
seasonal return of 144 cattle-days from wheat-lespedeza, and the 
difference is emphasized by the fact that the bluegrass pasture is 
virgin land but the wheat-lespedeza land had been worn by cultivation 
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for about 100 years before the beginning of this experiment. In every 
season the cattle obviously had made heavy gains by the time wheat-
lespedeza was finished in early fall. In 1937 the experiment was 
equipped with a set of platform scales, and subsequent results will 
show live-weight gains as well as cattle-days. 
The present data, however, show a high production of pasturage by 
this method. Other small grain crops-rye, barley and oats-may 
be used in place of wheat with lespedeza for this purpose. Rye and 
barley have given returns fully equal to those from wheat.* 
The cost of producing feed by this method is very low, since the 
only operation charge is on the fall seeding o£ the wheat, where the 
seedbed is prepared by disking and harrowing the lespedeza sod. 
Natural reseeding of the lespedeza occurs every spring, as in the 
regular wheat-lespedeza rotation. A. beneficial effect on the soil is 
definitely a feature of the whole method, since all growth is grazed 
and a heavy organic residue, including the nitrogenous matter from 
the lespedeza, is annually added to the soil resources. 
WHEAT-LESPEDEZA ROTATION 
The one-year rotation of wheat and lespedeza, on the same field 
for long periods, is a method of production in which the Missouri 
grower may find some important advantages. It is established by 
sowing lespedeza on wheat in winter or early spring. The operation 
thereafter is very simple. Soon after the wheat is harvested the 
lespedeza may be grazed for the remainder of the season, or it may 
be saved for a midsummer hay crop or a fall crop of seed. Grazing 
is the usual means of utilizing the legume growth. In the fall when 
the seed on the grazed lespedeza sod is ripe, or nearly ripe, the sod 
is thoroughly disked and harrowed, and wheat is sown on it. There 
will be an abundance of seed left on the lespedeza ground, whether 
the crop was grazed or harvested, and it will produce a thick volun-
teer stand in the wheat next spring. Thus the legume, once estab-
lished, will renew itself year after year. Wheat is sown on the les-
pedeza sod every fall, with no more preparation of the seedbed than 
disking and harrowing. And the rotation may thus be continued as 
long as it is desired. 
Some points in the management of this rotation are to be observed 
for maximum returns. (1) An early maturing variety of wheat should 
"This experiment in the grain.lespedeza method of feed production is conducted cooper-
atively with the Department of Animal Husbandry. Mr. James E. Comfort selects the cattle, 
weighs and observes them through the season. 
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The wheat-Iespedeza rotation is a means of high efficiency in diversified 
farming. These pictures show the stages of this rotation: the wheat crop~ 
a close view of lespedeza in the wheat stubblf~, and cattle grazing lespedeza 
immediately after wheat is threshed. This field, naturally medium in 
productivity, was exhausted by long misuse, and when acquired by the 
College of Agriculture in 1933 was growing only bracted plantain (poor 
Joe) and Aristida (dog hair). It has been kept in a grain-Iespedeza rota-
tion since the spring of 1934. Every grain crop has received 150 pounds 
of 200/0 superphosphate per acre and every lespedeza crop has been pas-
tured. Definite improvement of the soil is indicated by numerous patches 
of new bluegrass appearing in the lespedeza. 
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be used. It will allow a strong early growth of lespedeza; and so the 
legume pasture may be grazed earlier, thus lengthening the grazing 
period. (2) The lespedeza should be grazed to its full carrying 
capacity all through the season, late June or early July to late Sep-
tember or early October. This will bring the highest returns from 
the legume, and will not leave enough dry gTowth on the ground to 
interfere with disking for the wheat. A very weedy piece of lespedeza 
pasture should be clipped once or twice during the season. (3) If the 
lespedeza is cut for hay the harvesting should be done in early to late 
July. The finest quality of hay and probably the largest yield may 
then be obtained, and the lespedeza will renew growth and produce 
seed. Later cutting will give less valuable hay and may not leave 
enoug'h life in the stubble or enotlgh time for the good renewal of 
growth. In that case the stand may not volunteer next spring and 
.so will require reseeding. After the hay has been handled, the stubble 
may be pastured. Any growth, first or second, will produce seed under 
the closest grazing. (4) If the stand is harvested for seed it should 
.be cut to a short stubble, so that the ground may be readily disked. 
(5) The lespedeza seed will be ripe enough by the last of September 
to October 20, to allow the sod to be disked for wheat. This will be 
high time, however, for putting in the wheat crop and a quick job 
·of disking, harrowing and sowing will then be necessary. It is more 
readily done where the lespedeza has been grazed short all season, 
because the seed will ripen somewhat earlier and not much old growth 
will be left. The quick turn from lespedcza to wheat may seem 
.difficult, but the Missouri Experiment Station, at Oolumbia and on 
numerous fields over the State, never has failed in fifteen years to 
grow wheat successfully in this way. (6) The wheat crop should 
be fertilized year after year, even where the rotation is stationary. 
·Where the lespedeza is grazed every summer, only phosphate fertilizer 
will be needed on most Missouri soils. And where the rotation is 
neld on the same field for a long period, the phosphate treatment, 
after the first year or two, may be reduced below the amount normally 
applied to wheat in a rotation like corn, oats, wheat, clover, which 
brings wheat to the same field only once in four years. 
The merits of the wheat-Iespedeza rotation may be stated as high 
-returns, low cost, soil conservation, safety, facility in crop manage-
ment, and withal profit. 
High Returns 
Obviously a wheat crop and a legume crop produced on the same 
land in the same year, add up to a large annual return per acre, pro-
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vided each crop has separately given a good yield. The favorable 
yield of wheat sown on lespedeza sod was indicated on page 27. 
Average seasonal returns from lespedeza may be conservatively stated 
as (a) 90 to 100 days of pasture equal on an acre basis to bluegrass 
for the whole bluegrass season of approximately six months, or (b) 
one ton of fine hay per acre, or (c) 400 pounds of seed per acre. 
Low Cost 
A definite reduction in the acre cost of producing wheat is to be 
found in the wheat-Iespedeza rotation. By substituting disking for 
plowing in the preparation of the lespedeza sod for sowing the wheat, 
the cost of plowing, averaging about $1.50 an acre, is saved. And 
this is a clear gain, as the disking would be required even if the land 
had previously been plowed. 
An additional reduction is made, this time on the bushel basis, 
where productivity of the land is increased, as it readily may be, 
by the continued operation of this rotation, correctly managed. As 
the yield per acre increases under this method the production cost per 
bushel is lowered. 
Finally if the measure of cost is extended to include the whole 
wheat-lespedeza unit, the importance of the total reduction becomes 
apparent. Lespedeza requires little or no special soil treatment for 
itself, though it doubtless is benefited secondarily by any good treat-
ment given the wheat. Also the first cost of seeding lespedeza is very 
small by comparison with the cost of seeding any other legume ordi-
narily a!!sociated with the wheat crop; and there is no cost at all there-
after, as the lespedeza volunteers every spring. Therefore the wheat-
lespedeza unit as compared with such other units as wheat-red clover 
or wheat-sweet clover, is very economically produced. 
Soil Conservation 
The continuous yearly production on the same land of the wheat-
lespedeza rotation, fertilizing each wheat crop with phosphate, and 
with potash if needed, and grazing out each lespedeza crop, is clearly 
favorable to the basic fertility of the soil. No accurate measurement 
of soil maintenance or improvement under wheat-Iespedeza has been 
made, but there is reason in believing that it would confirm common 
observation of soil benefits from this method. Under farm conditions 
the average acre of lespedeza will produce in tops and · roots between 
one ton and two tons of air-dry material, highly · nitrogenous in 
composition, and with the utilization of the crop by grazing most of 
this is returned to the soil. This increment and the annual applica-
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tion of mineral fertilizer, together reach a high standard of soil 
treatment. 
Experimental evidence on the efficiency of the wheat-lespedeza part-
nership in controlling soil erosion is conclusive. In a whole calendar 
year lespedeza land at the Soil Erosion Station, Bethany, Missouri, 
lost only 1.6 tons of soil per acre, and only 11.7 per cent of the 32.5 
inches of rainfall it received was lost by run-off.* Where wheat is 
fall-sown on the lespedeza sod, as late as the middle of October, 
thereby adding its own winter and spring protection of the soil, even 
these small losses would usually be reduced. On the whole, the erosion 
loss under wheat-lespedeza is much less than that under any other 
method of wheat production now practiced in Missouri. 
Safety 
Wheat-lespedeza is a safer production unIt than ea) wheat alone 
or (b) wheat and red clover, when all are measured by financial re-
turns. In the first comparison, the probability of a return is doubled; 
for if wheat completely fails, lespedeza still gives its own quota. 1£ ' 
wheat partly fails the remainder may be utilized in a thrifty way 
by spring grazing, followed by summer grazing of the lespedeza. 
Wheat-lespedeza pasture is an excellent method of feed production, 
whether wheat itself partly fails or wholly succeeds. In the second 
comparison, lespedeza is a far more reliable crop than red clover; 
for the production of red clover has become uncertain and difficult, 
as a result of declining fertility, inferior seed, and recurrent droughts. 
Wheat itself is perhaps safer with lespedeza than where it is grown 
alone. Fitrst, the comparatively late seeding of wheat on the lespedeza 
sod is an effective means of ~ontrolling Hessian fly. Second, chinch 
bug infestation is less in wheat containing a volunteer stand of les-
pedeza, as the insect will tend to avoid the dense shade produced by 
the spring growth of this legume. Third, grub worms, cut worms and 
wire worms, all inhabiting a long-standing sod, like clover and timothy, 
and all causing some damage to wheat where this crop follows such 
a sod, are dispersed and repelled by the annual disking and harrow-
ing given the lespedeza sod in preparation for sowing the wheat crop. 
F01trth, the losses from spring heaving are reduced, as the lespedeza 
sod, though disked and sown to wheat, does not heave as severely as 
ground that was plowed in the previous summer or fall. Fifth, the 
losses from erosion are reduced, as previously explained. 
'From the data of C. M. Woodruff, Assistant Superintendent, Soil Erosion Experiment 
Station, Be'thany, Missouri. 
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Facility in Crop Management 
Wheat-lespedeza can be managed with comparative ease and cer-
tainty. There are two reasons for this. First, the amount of labor 
r equired by the whole rotation is not large, since there is little or no 
plowing to be done for wheat and the lespedeza is usually grazed. 
S econd, the regularity of performance is unequalled by any other 
rotation that includes wheat. Lespedeza invariably volunteers thickly 
in the spring, thus assuring the grower of a legume every year, barring 
occasional partial losses by drought. The Missouri Experiment Station 
every year in the last sixteen, has produced at Columbia a successful 
crop of lespedeza, for pasture or hay or seed, as desired. This is in 
triking contrast with the frequent failures of other legumes associated 
with wheat in other rotations-failures which cause an immediate 
loss of money and throw out of step the whole plan of production. 
Profit 
In judging the comparative returns from the wheat-Iespedeza 
method, let us look not only at the wheat crop but also view the wheat-
lespedeza annual unit as a whole. This puts the matter on a basis of 
the total yearly returns from an acre of land, which is a reasonable 
and sound foundation. Clearly an acre is highly productive which in 
a year yields both a wheat crop and a heavy legume pasture crop, 
the latter alone being approximately equal in feed value to bluegrass 
for a full season on similar land. It is a diversified acre, giving good 
returns in both crop production and livestock production, almost a 
symbol of efficiency for the conservative and diversified use of Mis-
souri farm land. And since the safety, the low cost, and the benefit of 
such a method to the soil are all clearly indicated, profit may reason-
ably be expected. Certainly the method as a whole covers excellent 
po sibilitie for profit. 
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